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 SSCZO Digital Library
https://eng.ucmerced.edu/snsjho/files/MHWG/Field/Southern_Sierra_CZO_KREW
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 Data Recovery and Backup

Hourly, daily, weekly and monthly on-site backup and daily off-site backup with SDSC



Satellite Data System
(http://zero.eng.ucmerced.edu/snow/csnwis/)
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Data Types from SSCZO

•text/csv, spreadsheets, binary files (climate, soil, sap 
flow, stream flow and etc.)

•spatial layers (DEM, boundaries and sensor location)

•images/photos (satellite data and photos)

•model results (RHESSys)
 
•video files
 
•reports and software/programs for data collection 
and processing

• Total about 30GB yearly, plus satellite images



Some problems with ODM database harvest 

Resolved in ODM2 



Help find right terms for the highlighted variables from CZO controlled vocabularies



Questions

1. How can CZOData team help publish datasets to public archival data centers 
      with DOI? The same type of data from all CZOs better goes to the same data center, 
      and the YODA-file format should meet the data center needs.

2. what, where and how to publish level 1, level 2 data and the same level 
       with different versions? (need cross-czo recommendations)

3. All CZOs should follow the same data level standard for the publications. 
      Can CZOData team make the data level definitions for CZOs?  

4.   Preferred portals for data publications with some notes ( not just a list), and need 
       a sustainable archive and guidance on how to package the data, how big of 
       a package (5 years, all data to date, etc.), how to add data? Should we publish one 
       year at a time,  by topic (all water balance together, e.g.)?

5. To improving access – need acompact data catalog with links into digital library, 
       also compact cross-czo searcher-friendly instead of programmer friendly - one page 
       catalog versus 20 page catalog.

6. Is there a way to organize photos, videos, publications through the data archive
       so one can view all photo albums at once like flicker? Same for all videos and talks?
       this is an issue for the data servers and web-based organization



Questions (Cont.)

7.  How can we update the metadata which has been already harvested into the central          
      CZO database (ODM1/ODM2)? (E.g., we got more accurate locations (lat/lon) of some  

sensors,  how can we overwrite the old data with the more accurate data in the 
central CZO database?)

8. How can we provide  an open access link to papers as well as the journal link? 

9. are data sets associated with model inputs and outputs being archived/shared 
through the CZO system? E.g. RHESSys

10. Can the current data systems handle bioinformatical data (DNA/RNA sequence 
information) from microorganisms?


